
German Shepherd Dog Club of Queensland (Inc) 
Championship Show Sunday 10th July 2016 
Judge Mr. Vince Tantaro (Vic) 
Placings, critiques & gradings 
 
BABY PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT  

1. KELINPARK MAGNUM (AI) (*Cobra d’Ulmental HD-ED (Italy) x *Ch. Kelinpark Butterscotch AZ)   
 Very Promising 

MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT 
1. KAYGARR ARKO (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ursa av Thorarinn HD-ED (Imp. Nor) 
 Above medium size medium strong, well coloured and pigmented dog of very good type.  Very good 

proportions, strong masculine head, very good expression enhanced by dark masking and strong foreface.  
Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short, slightly steep croup.  Stands correct in 
front.  Very good fore and good underchest.  Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, the upper 
arm could still be better angled.  Steps slightly cowhocked behind, hocks should be much firmer.  In 
movement shows very good reach powerful drive the hocks should be firmer. 

 Very Promising 
2. KANTENNA KARMA MAN (*Juwika Destroyer (Imp Den) HD-ED x *Ch. Kantenna Coz I Can AZ)    
 Above medium size, just medium strong, well pigmented and coloured dog of good type.  Good head, 

ideally the eye colour should be darker and the fore face stronger. Very good length of neck. Normal 
wither, short steep croup. Stands not quite correct in front.  Very good fore and very good underchest. 
Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations, the upper arm is short and should be better angled.  
Steps narrow front and rear, cow hocked behind, hocks should be much firmer.  In movement shows good 
ground cover, good reach powerful drive. 

 Very Promising 
3. JAYSHELL NABRASKA (*Fremont Hells Bells AZ x *Ch. Jayshell Winona AZ)  
 Double P1 Upper left. Above medium size medium strong well coloured masculine puppy of very good 

type.  Strong masculine head, very good expression, eye colour could still be darker. Very good length of 
neck. Normal withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup, stands correct in front.  Very good fore and 
short under chest.  Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, the upper arm should be longer and 
better angled.  Steps correct front and rear, hocks should still be firmer.  In movement shows good ground 
cover where the reach should be freer and the drive more powerful. 

 Very Promising 

JUNIOR DOG STOCK COAT 
1. CASTASTAR ERAGON AZ (*Xaro vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Deu) x *Ch. Castastar Alexi AZ)   
 67cm.  Oversized strong, substantial dog of very good type. Strong, masculine head, good expression, eye 
 colour should be darker.  Good length of neck, high wither, firm back, well moulded croup.  Stands not 
 quite correct in front. Very good fore and underchest. Good fore but deep hindquarter angulation.  Steps 
 narrow front and rear, cow hocked behind, hocks should be much firmer.  In movement shows very good 
 ground cover, very good reach, powerful drive, the hocks should be much firmer.   
 Grading Good. 

INTERMEDIATE DOG STOCK COAT 
1. SUNDANEKA FLEETWOOD MAC AZ (*Ch. Ustinov v Romerland SchHIII aED (Imp Deu) x *Sundaneka Joan 

of Arc AZ) 
 66cm.  Very large, substantial well coloured and pigmented dog, medium strong, of very good type.  
 Strong masculine head, very good expression, slightly large ears.  Very good length of neck, high withers 
 with firm back, well moulded croup.  Stands correct in front. Very good fore and good underchest.  Good 
 fore and very good hindquarter angulation, upper arm could still be better angled.  Steps narrow front 
 and rear, hocks should be firmer.   In movement shows very good ground cover, maintaining a high 
 wither, with very good reach, powerful drive.   
 Very Good. 
 



 

OPEN DOG STOCK COAT 

1. *CH. BLUEMAX SALT AZ (*Ch. Jimmy v Baruther Land aED (Imp Ger) x *Ch. Bluemax Sofie AZ) 
 63cm Medium size, strong, substantial, well coloured and pigmented dog of very good type.  Strong 
 and masculine head with very good expression, eye colour could still be darker, very good length of neck, 
 high wither firm back, slightly short well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Good fore and very good 
 hindquarter angulation, very good fore and underchest.  The upper arm should be longer and better 
 angled.  Steps slightly narrow behind, good firmness of hock joints.  In movement shows very good 
 ground cover where the reach could still be freer. 
 Excellent 
2. *HEIKO ICE N FIRE AZ (*Ch. Gerry von Schacher aED (Imp Deu) x Heiko Mags Allover AZ)  
 65cm Large, medium strong, well coloured, and pigmented dog of very good type.  Strong masculine 

head, very good expression, very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short, well moulded 
croup.  Stands not quite correct in front, very good fore and short underchest.  Very good fore and 
hindquarter angulation.  Steps correct front and rear.  Hocks should be firmer.  In movement shows very 
good reach and the drive could be more powerful. 

 Excellent 
3. *LEISHJACLYN GOD DANCER AZ (*Ch. Nujaclyn Latin Dancer AZ x Leishjaclyn Nuyork Dancer AZ  
 65cm A large strong, substantial dog with very good pigmentation, and of good type.  Strong masculine 
 head.  Very good expression.  Good length of neck, normal withers, short steep croup. Stands not quite  
 correct in front. Very good fore and underchest.  Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps 
 close front and rear, hocks should be much firmer.  In movement shows good reach, and drive, both of 
 which should be more effective. 
 Very Good  

 
CHALLENGE DOG   *CH. BLUEMAX SALT AZ 
RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG *HEIKO ICE N FIRE AZ 
 

BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT  

1.  KANTENNA VIRGINIA BLACK (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED(Imp. Ger) x *Kantenna Miss Underztood AZ)   
 Very Promising 

2.  CASTASTAR FALLON (*Ch. Jacknell Coz I’m TNT AZ x *Castastar Delilah HT AZ)   
 Very Promising 

3. KIESERHUND LEETORIE (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Denmark) *Sannjesa High Flyer AZ)  
 Very Promising 
4. KELINPARK MALTESER (AI) (*Cobra d’Ulmental aED (Italy) x *Ch. Kelinpark Butterscotch AZ    

 Very Promising 
5. KIESERHUND LEAP OF FAITH (AI) (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den) x *Sannjesa High Flyer AZ)  
 Very Promising 
6. DEBBAR EMERSON (*Logo v Radhaus HD-ED (Imp Serb) x *Ch. Debbar  Varuni AZ)   
 Promising 

MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT 

1. JAYZSTYRKE STUNNING IN GOLD (*Toby vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Ger) x *Andacht Pepery AZ)  
 Double P1 upper right.  Above medium sized strong, very well coloured and pigmented bitch of the 
 desired  type. Strong but still feminine head. Very good length of neck.  High withers, firm back, well 
 moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and under chest.  Very good fore and hindquarter 
 angulation.  Steps correct front and rear, hocks should be firmer.  In movement shows very good reach 
 and powerful drive 
 Very Promising 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
2. JAYZSTYRKE PEPERS GOLD (*Toby vd Plassenburg aED  (Imp Ger) x *Andacht Pepery AZ)  

Double P1 upper left.  Above medium size, strong substantial very well coloured and pigmented bitch of 
very good type. Strong but still feminine head, very good expression, dark eyes and masking.  Large ears 
yet to firm. Very good length of neck, normal withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup.  Stands correct 
in front. Very good fore and under chest.  Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulations, the upper 
arm should be longer and better angled.  Steps slightly cow hocked behind, hocks should be firmer.  In 
movement shows very good reach powerful drive. 

 Very Promising 
3. LEISHJACLYN AUZZIE DANCER (AI) (*Ch. Leishjaclyn Latin Dancer AZ x Leishjaclyn Mazkara Dancer AZ)  
 Large, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch, of very good type, feminine, expressive head, 
 underjaw could still be stronger, very good length of neck, normal withers, firm back, slightly short and 
 steep croup. Good fore and under chest. Stands correct in front. Pasterns should be firmer, good fore and 
 very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps narrow front and rear, hocks and elbows should be firmer.  In 
 movement shows good ground cover where the reach should be freer and the drive more powerful, and 
 the hocks firmer. 
 Very Promising 

4. PURPLEMAX MEG MAC (Bluemax Biskit AZ  x *Bluemax Tiger Tears AZ) 
Above medium just med strong, well coloured bitch of good type.  Feminine, expressive head, ideally the 
foreface should be stronger and eye colour darker, slightly upright neck, normal withers, firm back, 
slightly short steep croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest.  Good fore, and very 
good hindquarter angulation.  Steps slightly cow hocked behind, hocks and elbows should be firmer.  In 
movement shows good ground cover, good reach, powerful drive, falls slightly on the forehand. 

 Promising 
5. KANTENNA LETS DANCE (*Juwika Destroyer HD-ED (Imp Den) x *Ch Kantenna Coz I Can AZ)  

Above medium size medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch. Very good type feminine 
expressive head, with desired dark masking eye colour could still be darker. Very good length of neck. 
Normal withers, very firm back, slightly short steep croup. Very good fore and good underchest. Good 
fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps correct front and rear, hocks and elbows should be 
firmer. In movement shows good ground cover, powerful drive, falls on the forehand. 

 Promising 

PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT 
1. LAWINE TAKIRA (*Toby vd Plassenberg aED (Imp Ger) x *Lawine Zasjeminca AZ)  
 Large, strong, substantial well coloured bitch of very good type.  Strong but still feminine head. Very good 
 expression, eye colour could still be darker, very good length of neck, normal withers, firm back, slightly  
 short steep croup.  Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest, good fore and very good 
 hindquarter angulations.  Steps correct front and rear, hocks should be firmer.  In movement shows very 
 good ground cover, powerful drive, the reach could still be freer. 
 Very Promising 
2. FREINHAUF ELLE MACPHERSON (*Toby vd Plassenberg aED (Imp Gmy) x *Pedra Degli Achei HD-ED (Italy) 
 Large, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.  Feminine, expressive head, 
 foreface could still be stronger, left ear tip missing.  Good length of neck, normal withers, slightly short 
 steep croup.  Stands correct in front, very good fore and good underchest. Good fore and deep 
 hindquarter angulation.  The upper arm should be longer and better angled.  Steps correct front and rear, 
 elbows and hocks should be much firmer.  In movement shows very good ground cover, very good reach, 
 powerful drive, the hocks should be firmer. 
 Very promising 
3. BRONACRE SALTED POPCORN (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ  x *Bronacre Philadelphia Freedom AZ CD ET)  

Above medium size, medium strong, substantial well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.  
Very good length of neck normal withers, slightly short well moulded croup. Stands correct in front, very 
good fore and underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, the upper arm should be 
longer and better angled.  Steps narrow behind, slightly cow hocked.  In movement shows very good 
ground  cover where the reach should be freer. 

 Very Promising 

 



 
JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT  

1. CASTASTAR EVITA HIT AZ (*Xaro vd Plassenburg aED (Imp Ger) x *Ch. Castastar Alexi  ET PT AZ) 
 61.5cm.  Oversized, medium strong substantial, well coloured and pigmented bitch of the desired type.  
 Strong but still feminine head. Very good expression.  Very good length of neck, high withers firm back, 
 slightly short well moulded croup.  Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest.  Very good fore 
 and hindquarter angulations.   Steps correct front and rear, hocks could still be firmer.  In movement 
 shows very good ground cover, very good reach powerful drive, hocks could still be firmer. 
 Very Good 

INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT 
1. *ASTASIA ROXI AZ (*Ch. Xaro vd Plassenburg aED H-Neg (Imp Deu) x *Astasia Holly AZ)  
 Double P1 upper left.  61cm very large, medium strong, substantial bitch, shown out of coat.  Well 

coloured and well pigmented.  Strong but still feminine head, very good expression, very good length of 
neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup.  Very good fore and underchest. Stands correct in 
front. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation; the upper arm should be longer and better 
angled.  Steps slightly narrow front and rear, hocks should be firmer.  In movement shows far reaching 
powerful gait. 

 Very Good 
2. *CH DEBBAR BELLA AZ (*Indio di Casa Nobili HD-ED  (Imp Italy) x *Ch. Debbar Varuni AZ)   
 61.5cm Oversize, medium strong, sub slightly elongated well coloured bitch of very good type.  Strong but 
 still feminine head, desired dark masking, very good expression. Very good length of neck, normal 
 withers, well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and good underchest.  Good fore and 
 very good hindquarter angulation. Steps correct front and rear, with good firmness of hock joints.  In 
 movement shows very good ground cover where the reach should be freer, powerful drive. 
 Very Good 
3. *BLUEMAX SALTED PRETZEL AZ (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x Bluemax Tanzin AZ) 
 61cm Very large, medium strong substantial bitch of very good type.  Strong but still feminine head, very 

good expression, very good length of neck, high withers firm back, a well moulded croup.  Stands not 
quite correct in front. Very good fore and underchest.  Good fore, slightly deep hindquarter angulations, 
the upper arm should be longer and better angled.  Steps cow hocked behind, the hocks should be much 
firmer.  In movement shows far reaching powerful gait, the hocks should be firmer. 

 Very Good 
4. *AMBALA PLAYBOY BUNNY AZ (*Xaro vd  Plassenberg aED (Imp Deu)  x *Ambala Funky Miss HT) 

61.5 Double P1 lower left.  Oversize, medium strong, well-proportioned bitch of very good type. Shown 
out of coat.   Feminine expressive head, underjaw could still be stronger, very good length of neck. 
Normal withers firm back, slightly short steep croup.  Stands correct in front. Very good fore and 
underchest. Good fore and very good hind angulation the upper arm should be longer and better angled. 
Steps correct front and rear, hocks and elbows should be much firmer.  In movement shows very good 
reach and powerful drive. 

 Very Good 
5. JAYSHELL JOKER AZ (*Enosch di Casa Nobili HD-ED(Imp. Italy) x *Jayshell Petra AZ)  
 60.5 A very large, just medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.  Feminine, 

expressive head.  Desired dark masking.  Eye colour should still be darker.  Very good length of neck, high 
withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup.  Stands correct in front.  Very good fore and good 
underchest. Very good fore and very good hindquarter angulation the upper arm should still be better 
angled.  Steps correct front and rear, with good firmness of hock joints.  In movement shows very good 
reach & the drive should be more powerful 

 Very Good 

OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT 
1. *CH JAYSHELL WINONA AZ (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ x *Blackngold Honey Jumble AZ)   
 58cm Above medium size, medium strong, very well coloured and pigmented bitch of desired type.  
 Feminine and expressive head, very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short steep 
 croup.  Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest.  Good fore and very good hindquarter 
 angulation, the upper arm could still be better angled.  Steps correct front and rear, with good firmness of 
 hock joints.  In movement shows far reaching powerful gait. 



 Excellent 
2. *CH CASTASTAR ALEXI PT AZ (*Zony vom Haus   Gerstenberg aED SchHIII x*Au & NZ Ch. Astasia Cinnamon 

RN ET HT AZ)   
60 cm. large, strong, substantial, well-proportioned bitch of very good type. Strong but still feminine 
head. Very good expression with desired dark masking. She is shown out of coat. Very good length of 
neck, high withers, slight rise over the topline, well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore 
and underchest. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Steps correct front and rear with good 
firmness of the hock joints. In movement shows far reaching powerful gait. 

 Excellent 
3. *AWESAMSHEP BRANDY AZ (*Zony vom Haus Gerstenberg aED (Imp Ger) x  Astasia Carma AZ)  

61cm.  Very large, medium strong, substantial and very well pigmented bitch of very good type.  Feminine 
expressive head, ideally the foreface should be stronger.  Very good expression good length of neck, high 
withers,  firm back, slightly short steep croup.  Stands correct in front.  Very good fore and underchest, 
good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, the upper arm should be longer and better angled.  
Steps correct front and rear, hocks and elbows should be firmer.  Shows far reaching, powerful gait. 

 Excellent 
4. *ANDACHT PEPERY AZ (*Pepe vd Zentieche aED (Imp Deu) x *Andacht Spanish Eyes AZ)  
 61cm. Very large, strong, substantial well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type and overall 
 proportions. Strong but feminine head, with very good expression, very good length of neck, high withers, 
 firm back, short steep croup.  Stands not quite correct in front.  The upper arm should be longer and 
 better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps narrow front and rear, elbows should be firmer.  
 In movement shows very good ground cover where the reach should be freer. 
 Excellent 
5. *KANTENNA SO WHAT AZ (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John Z x *Ch. Kantenna Coz I Can AZ) 
 61cm.   Very large, just medium strong, substantial very well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good 
 type.  Strong but still feminine head, with desired dark masking, eye colour should be darker, very good 
 length of neck, normal withers, slightly short steep croup.  Stands correct in front.  Very good fore and  
 good underchest.  Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, the upper arm should be better 
 angled.  Steps correct front and rear, elbows should be firmer.  Shows very good ground cover where the 
 reach should be freer 
 Excellent 
6. *ANDACHT GENE POOL AZ (*Ch. Fakir vom Heinrichplatz aED T.D. (Imp Deu) x *Andacht Spanish Eyes AZ)   
 60.6 cm.  Very large, strong, substantial, bitch of very good type and overall proportions.  Good head, 
 expression marred by light eyes.  Very good length of neck, normal withers, firm back, short steep croup.  
 Stands correct in front.  Very good fore and underchest.  Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, 
 the upper should be longer and better angled.  Steps slightly cow hocked behind, hocks and elbows 
 should be firmer.  In movement shows good ground cover where the reach should be freer 

 Excellent 
7. *AMBALA FUNKY MISS AZ HT (*Kwint vom Juerikstall HD-ED (Imp NDL) x *Ambala Dollys Diva AZ) 
 60cm.  A large, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch of very good type.  Feminine expressive head, very 
 good expression, with desired dark masking and eye colour. Good length of neck high wither, slightly 
 short steep croup.  Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest.  Good fore and very good 
 hindquarter angulation, the upper arm should be better angled.  Steps correct front and rear, with good 
 firmness of hock joints, elbows should be firmer.  In movement shows very good ground cover, very good 
 reach and drive, where the back should remain firmer. 
 Excellent 
  
CHALLENGE BITCH   *CH JAYSHELL WINONA AZ 
RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH    JAYZSTYRKE STUNNING IN GOLD 
BEST STOCK COAT   *CH JAYSHELL WINONA AZ 
RESERVE STOCK COAT     JAYZSTYRKE STUNNING IN GOLD 
 

BABY PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
1 SURFIR APACHE REBEL (Amberg Vocco AZ  x *Ch Druann Katch AZ)  
 Very Promising 



 
2. FAX MISSION IMPOSSIBLE (*Ch. Shernaa Pakros aED H-Neg (Imp UK) x Ch. Fax Yr Summa AZ)  
 Very Promising 

JUNIOR DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
1. CH VOLSCARO SUMMER THUNDER AZ (*Ch. Siegen Suris Alfie AZ x *Volscaro Ciao Bella AZ)    
 62.5cm.  Ideal medium strong, well proportioned, well coloured and pigmented dog of good type.  Good 
 head, ideally should be stronger, dark eyes, dark masking, good length of neck, normal withers, firm back, 
 short steep croup, very good fore and good underchest. Stands correct in front, with good fore and very  
 good hindquarter angulations.  Steps correct front and rear, hocks should be firmer, in movement shows 
 good ground cover, where the reach should be freer.  Powerful drive.  
  Very Good 

INTERMEDIATE DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
1. AMBERG VOCCO AZ (*Pepe vd Zenteiche aED (Imp Deu) x Amberg Yumi AZ)  
  63.5cm.  Above medium size, medium strong, substantial well coloured and pigmented dog of very good 
 type. Strong, masculine head.  Desired dark masking, eye colour should be darker, and the underjaw 
 stronger, high withers, firm back, slightly short and steep croup. Very good length of neck.  Stands correct 
 in front. Very good fore and good underchest.  Ideally the pasterns should be firmer.   Good fore and very 
 good hindquarter angulation, steps narrow front and rear, hocks should still be firmer.  In movement 
 shows very good ground cover, good reach, powerful drive.   
 Very Good  

OPEN DOG LONG STOCK COAT 

1. *CH. DENARGUN UNCLE FESTER AZ (*Yester vom Feuermelder aED (Imp Gmy) x *Denargun Kwacker AZ) 
64cm Above medium size, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented dog of very good type. Very good 
masculine head with the desired expression and eye colour. Very good length of neck, high wither and 
firm back. Slightly short and steep croup. Stands not quite correct in front. Good fore and short 
underchest. Good fore and hindquarter angulation, the upper arm should be longer and better angled. 
Steps correct front and rear, hocks should be much firmer. In movement shows very good ground cover, 
very good reach and a powerful drive. 

 Excellent 
 
CHALLENGE DOG      AMBERG VOCCO AZ 
RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG  *CH. DENARGUN UNCLE FESTER AZ 
 

BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
1. SURFIR AINTNBODY GOTTIME FTHAT (Amberg Vocco AZ x *Ch Druann Katch AZ)  
 Very Promising. 

JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
1. ASTASIA VITARNI AZ (*Xaro vd Plassenberg  aED (Imp Deu)  x *Awesamshep Brandy AZ) 

Double P1 upper right.  61cm.  Very large, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch, of very 
good type.  Feminine expressive head, eye colour should be darker, very good length of neck, high withers 
firm back, slightly short steep croup.  Stands not quite correct in front.  Very good fore and good 
underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps correct front and rear, hocks should 
be much firmer.  In movement shows very good ground cover, powerful drive, the reach could still be 
freer. 

 Very Good 
2. AWESAMSHEP ELLI MAY (AI) (*Lararth Vegas HD-ED  x *Ch. Awesamshep Cassia AZ)  
  57.5cm.  Above medium size, medium strong, well coloured bitch of vg type. Feminine expressive head, 
 eye colour should be darker, and the foreface stronger, very good length of neck, normal withers, firm 
 back, short steep croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and good underchest. Good fore, and very 
 good hindquarter angulation.  Steps slightly narrow front and rear, hocks an elbows should be firmer.  In 
 movement shows very good reach, and a powerful drive. 
 Very Good 

 
 



 
OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 

1. *SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ (*Calli vom Fiemereck aED SchH1 (Imp. Gmy) x *Freevale 
Secret Girl Stuff AZ)  
59cm. A large medium strong, very well coloured and pigmented bitch with much presence and of very 
good type. Feminine expressive head with desired dark masking with good eye colour. Very good length 
of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly steep croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and very 
good underchest. Very good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Steps narrow front and rear, 
hocks could still be firmer. In movement shows very good reach and powerful drive. 

 Excellent 
 
CHALLENGE BITCH  *SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ 
RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH ASTASIA VITARNI AZ 
BEST LONG STOCK COAT  *SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ 
 
BEST IN SHOW   *CH JAYSHELL WINONA AZ 
RESERVE IN SHOW  *SUP CH. AVAHLEE GIRLS KEEP SECRETS AZ 
 


